CCI-NOVA SCOTIA NEWS

BUY LOCAL IN NOVA SCOTIA DURING COVID-19

CCI-NS’s FIRST
VIRTUAL AGM

~ By Cheryl Van Varseveld, CCI Newsletter Committee

Choosing Nova Scotia products will be easier than ever
thanks to increased funding for Select Nova Scotia, the
province's buy-local marketing initiative.
A new $250,000 investment by the province doubles
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consumers want to know where their food comes from, how
it's made, and they want to have a relationship with you.
Select Nova Scotia builds on this by increasing consumer
awareness and connecting producers to consumers."
More than 400 businesses across the province are part of
the Select Nova Scotia network. Since Select Nova Scotia
began, awareness of buying local has increased 33 per cent
among Nova Scotians, more farmers markets are popping
up across the province, and Nova Scotians are buying more
local food.
Visit www.selectnovascotia.ca for information on local
products, where to buy local, recipes for seasonal foods,
events and attractions featuring local products, and the
benefits of eating and buying local.
North End Business Association www.opencithalifax.ca
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Expert advice
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count on.
Building Repair and Renewal
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Evaluation
Reserve Fund Studies
Performance Audits and Warranty Claims
Environmental Engineering
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
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Retro-Commissioning
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